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複試
英文 試題
I.

Vocabulary: 30%
1.
The (A. minority B. extremists C. radicals D. mainstream) of a
society usually holds the value which majority of the people would
appreciate and obey. That usually is the force that makes the
society to stride forward and operate.
2.
Many individuals wish to join a/an (A. franchise B. adventure C.
department store D. Street vendor) to start their business because it
provides the experience and a successful operation and managing
style in operating a business for inexperienced persons.
3.
Microsoft, Hewlett Packet, and Intel, are in the (A. minor leagues
B. battle field C major leagues D. first base) in computer industry.
4.
It is the (A. snowball effect B. greenhouse effect C. rose effect D.
spinning effect) that postulates that the temperature of our Earth is
getting higher and higher.
5.
Many scholars believe that government agencies should keep their
hands out of the (A. private sectors B. Public sectors C. private
parks D. private lands) of the corporation world, so that they can
have free hands to develop, grow, or die.
6.
Many of the politicians believe-that they can (A. keep B.
hypothesize C. assume D. backpedal) any promises they make
during the campaign period and they don't have to make good on
them after they get elected.
7.
The (A. department B. infrastructure C. compartment D. sections)
of a democratic government is usually in many layers, I are usually
divided by their function run a nation. For example, the
administrative power focuses on running the nation smoothly, and
the legislative power focuses on supervising the administrative
power to prevent abuses.
8.
Any major policy of W kind needs to do (A. makeup B. publicity C.
pilot projects D. demonstration) before they are executed. The
purpose is to test the practicality and realisticity of these policies,
because of the huge impact these policies will have on people and
finance.

9.

Many of the bio-technologies are (A. ground breaking B. Strange C.
imaginative D. far-fetched), especially in the human reproduction
systems though some of the experiments are quite shocking and
nerve racking to many people, especially religious people.
10.
It would be much better if we call a (A. bus B. motorcycle C. tow
truck D. car) to help us move our broken down cars to a junk yard
than leave the cars on the roadside and ignore them completely.
11.
The best way to fight back is not to gab mad but to (A. gab fire B.
gab Steady C. gab up D. got even).
12.
Don't (A. hit B. knock C. break D. jump) on the wrong door. You
may wake up the devils.
13.
It is almost the (A. middle B. end C. crack D. center) of the dawn.
We should see the sunlight soon.
14.
If one brings any unlawful objects through Customs, the law
agencies will (A. take B. break C. hide D. confiscate) them. One
may even get a prison term for doing this.
15.
Many of the politicians use different markers to group people. They
use them to (A. comfort B. discriminate against C. estimate D.
appraise) peoples Who do not share their points of view.
II.
Grammar: 20%
16. The facts (A. When B. Φ(blank) C. how long D. Who) you explained
to me clarified the matter.
17. Either Fred or his cousins (A. are B. is C. was D. were) going in the
next flight.
18. There have been many wars throughout the history of China but
almost all people prefer (A. peaceful B. peace C. peaces D. peacing).
19. I'm trying to concentrate (A. Φ(blank) B. in C. at D. on) this
economic problem.
20. "This cake is delicious. Is it homemade?" "Yes, I made (A.Φ(blank)
B. a cake C. some D. it) yesterday.
21. (A. No one B. Someone C. Anyone D. Φ(blank)) has cooked the
dinner yet.
22. Sunlight is (A. more bright B. much bright C. brighter D. bright) than
moonlight.
23. Last night, I had (A. a B. an C. the D. Φ(blank)) corn for dinner.
24. My English is pretty good, but sometimes I have trouble (A. to
understand B. understanding C. understood D. Φ(blank))
25. (A. Should B. Would C. Had D. Φ(blank)) the referee seen it, our

team would have won the game.
III. Antonym(相反詞): 10%
26. It is a lost cause to fight against people's ethnicity in Taiwan. (A. with
no hope to succeed B. with hope to succeed C. prosperity D. gain).
27. When we read a survey we are looking for the significant deviation of
the statistic numbers. (A. obvious B. prior C. meaningless D.
prominent)
28. The popular slogan of present-day computer is that it is extremely
user-friendly. (A. user-hostile B. user-happily C. user-comfortably D.
user-pleased)
29. New York City is trying to be a boom state again after the September
11. (A. a prosperous town B. a crowded town C. sleepless town D. a
ghost town)
30. In the Stock market, the ones with green light are usually in high-tech
industries. (A. biological field B. electronic field C.
brick--and-mortar D. medicine)
IV. Synonym (相似詞): 10%
31. An open-minded person will view things from different perspectives.
(A. narrow-banded B. small-minded C. liberal-minded D.
unopinionated-minded)
32. The government is attempting to cutback its expenses by laying off
many its workers. (A. a reduction B. tulle off C. wipe off D. increase)
33. The state-of-the-arts keyboard is touch sensitive. (A. pleasant to
touch B. respond to touch C. punch hard D. smooth to touch)
34. We must linkup through the internet. (A. hookup B. look up C. watch
out D. line up)
35. We had better to go to bed because we have to hit the road early in
the morning. (A. to break the road B. to build the road C. to leave D.
to run)
V.
Expression: 30%
36. We must keep on striving for the best performance and never give up.
(A. continue B. clearly C. frequently D. endure)
37. Most of the contemporary corporations like setting policy. (A. to
brainstorm B. to impose C. to think in a group D. to invest)
38. Whoever wins the lottery has stricken gold. The amount of money is
beyond one's imagination. (A. won a Idle amount of money B.
pleased his/her fancy C. been reputable D. been remarkable)
39. In the U.S., many of the head start programs are used to help those
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underprivileged or minority children to have better preparation for
mainstream education. In Taiwan, host of the parents use it as an
excuse to push their children forward.(A. punctuality B. pre-maturity
C. quickness D. an advantage)
People who love to learn will soak up knowledge like crazy. They
read everything they can possibly get their hands on. (A. to drink B.
to drench C. to overprice D. to absorb)
We should never be afraid of trial and error in everything we do.
Nobody can master everything the very first time in contact with it.
We always have to work on or shaken skills and knowledge. (A.
make every effort B. trying for C. trying repeatedly for success D. to
do one's best)
I must say that Mary has made the grade by finishing the project on
time in spite of the difficulties that she had encountered the process.
(A. the grade which is passed B. the grade which is improved C. to be
what is expected D. to be what is satisfied)
Jason had blown his top after he saw What Alien had done to his
project. Allen had changed the parts of the design of which Jason was
extremely proud. (A. blown away the top B. become very anal C.
taken the top off D. become very happy)
It is the head of the project who will have to call the shots we are
merely small potatoes and don't have the final saying. (A. to make the
call B. to call for a decision C. to fire shots D. to ace the decisions)
Learning is like snowball effect, one starts with a very little point,
then accumulates one after another fact, eventually growing into a
huge bundle. (A. the effect of white ball B. growing influences C. the
developing snow D. the effect of ball)
Some people would get away with murder with their innocent sables
though what is underneath is beyond our imagination. (A. get off
cheap B. go free C. break loose D. get off without penalty)
Right now, we are stuck bad economics. It is up to the wisdom of our
leaders to get us out of the present danger. (A. glued to B. burdened
with C. fastened with D. joined with)
Many of the laborers are making noise about work safety in Taiwan,
especially those in blue-collar working environments. ( A.
complaining about B. yelling at C. shutting loudly D. performing)
If one wishes to find a long lost append, there is a TV show which
will track down this person for you. (A. look into B. lead to C. to

search for and found D. run after)
50. Once you sign the contract, it is a done deal. You cannot change it
without compensation. (A. something that is written B. something
that is settled C. something that is a buy D. something that is a sale)
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